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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE

The OkLahoman is a five-story office building with a full 
basement. It is faced with Batesville marble, quarried in 
Arkansas, a stone similar to limestone. Constructed in 1909, 
it was designed with support piers for the addition of more 
stories at a later date. These were never added; instead, 
five more buildings were constructed on adjacent sites. The 
building appearance is much the same as in 1909, with exception 
gf the windows. Original glass, mullions and frames were remove 
and replaced by plate glass sheets about five "year's ago. The 
exterior has not changed otherwise. The facade has been kept 
clean and the entire building in good repair. Interior has been 
changed and renovated extensively as production departments and 
newsroom have moved to later buildings.
The building is classical in style, with composite capitals 
topping columns which extend the full height of the building, 
on the two street sides, N.W. 4 and Broadway. Federal eagles 
center the capitals, facing to either side. An entablature 
extends from fourth to fifth floors, with a tall frieze 
between cornice and architrave. The frieze is terra cotta, each 
section of which is centered with an oval light fixture. 
The light covers are stained and leaded glass. The columns are 
flat and fluted and extend through the roof to become dividers 
for a balustrade around the top. Typical ornamentation on the 
cornice is egg and dart and dental. 
Copper spandrels extend horizontally from column to column at
each, floor level. No two are alike; each has a different 
geometric pattern. A pair of cluster I ight fixtures at the 
main (NW4 side) entrance are typical of the early 1900s and 
have been carefully preserved. Posts and lintels frame two 
front (Broadway) entrances. A clock centers one; a star 
design with the name and year of construction, the other. 
Const r.uction was reinforced concrete, and the building is 
one of the earliest (if not the first) of such construction 
in Oklahoma City. There is no attic, but between the upper 
floor and roof is a cinderblock fill three feet thick for 
insulation, and an additional 8-inch air space. 
A photographic record of the construction has been preserved, 
and the working blueprints are on file in the company engineer 
ing depa rtment.
Attached are photographs of the building as it appears now and 
has in the past, and of the building detail
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE
The Daily Oklahoman was established in 1894, only five years after 
the landrun of April 22, 1889, opened a portion of central Oklahoma 
to homestead settlement, creating Oklahoma City. It met with indiff 
erent success until 1903, when new owners bought the newspaper and 
formed The Oklahoma Publishing Co.One was Edward King Gaylord, 
then 29, who became president of the company and publisher of its 
newspapers in 1918. (The Oklahoma City Times was bought by the firm 
in 1915.) Gaylord continued in that capacity until his death in 
1974 at the age of 101. The pub I ijfcat i on was described by the young 
Gaylord as "terribly inadequate," and he set about transforming 
it. By October, 1903, the new company had a new two-story building, 
had contracted for Associated Press wire service and had installed 
new presses and other modern equipment. Its reputation for enterprise 
was established early, in February, 1904. Tension had been building 
between Russia and Japan and caused Gaylord to be apprehensive. Play 
ing a hunch, he hired an AP telegrapher to rem-a-in on d/uty ion a Sunday, 
although the Oklahoman then did not publish on Monday. That day, Feb. 8 / 
Japan recalled its ambassador to Russia and prepared to attack the 
Russian fleet. A second major news story happened at the same time 
when fire broke out on the Baltimore water front. Before the night 
was over, much of the city was ashes, the loss estimated at $125 
million. The Oklahoman extra was the only one printed between Kansas 
City and Dallas, and was sold in four states. Rapid expansion brought 
construction of The Oklahoman Building in 1909. Five other buildings wer 
added in later years. Edward L. Gaylord succeeded his father as 
president and publisher in May, 1974.
The company bought the bankrupt Oklahoma City Times in 1915; establishec 
The Farmer Stockman in 1911, now the leading rural publication in 
the southwest, with separate publications in Oklahoma, Texas and 
Kansas. Mistletoe Express Service, a wholly-owned subsidiary, was 
formed in 1931 to deliver the papers, but grew to a major inter 
state shipping operation. In 1935, the papers were among 14 charter 
subscribers to newly-developed AP Wirephoto. In 1921,

(cont *d.)



QMAIOR BIBLIOGRAPHICAL REFERENCES
Oklahoma: History of Five Centuries by A.M. Gibson, Harlow Press, 1965. 
Fifty? Years of Progress CE.K. Gaylord Biography), The Daily Oklahoman,

March 1, 1953 (copy attached) 
Other news stories and histories from The Oklahoman and Times Library

clip files.
75th Anniversary Section, special tabloid t obep^ujb^ jj h e d by The Sunday

QOklahoman, March 5, 197?f*
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the company bought WKY, first radio station west of the Mississippi 
River. In 1949, WKY-TV became the first television station in 
Oklahoma, and in 1954, was the firstindependently-owned television 
station in the United States to broadcast in color. In recent years, 
broadcast interests have expanded under a subsidiary, Gaylord 
Broadcasting Corp., which now owns seven television stations and 
three radio stations extending from Florida to the Pacific North 
west, from the Mexico border to the Great Lakes.
The company has expanded into offset printing, with acquisition 
of Oklahoma Graphics, which produces 400 million slick,color public 
ations for clients throughout the U.S. each year, and into packaging 
with National Packaging, which converts plastics and cellophane to food>. 
bags, producing multiple millions annually. A company division is 
Publishers Petroleum, an independent oil and gas exp loration operation 
with 150 producing wells in four states. In 1977, the company 
bought The Colorado Sun, and is constructing a new building and buying 
all new equipment as it upgrades news content.
From the beginning, the company's newspapers have pioneered techno 
logical advances in publishing and have held several patents for 
a variety of inventions. A major breakthrough came in 1961, with 
development of the first computer to justify lines of type. The 
newspapers' accounting and production personnel perfected the 
method, working with International Business Machines. 
The newspapers have sponsored numerous reforms, civic improve 
ments and conducted repeated exposes. Its staffs have won many 
national awards, and the papers have been ranked among the nation's 
outstanding dailies in Ayer competition, many times.

Supplemental materials attached.


